My Punctuation
Guide

By

We use finger spaces to
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

___________________________________________
I can show how to use finger spaces by rewriting these

I can show my knowledge of all punctuation here by
correcting this writing.

this booklet shows all i know about
punctuation? Ican spot errors in sentences
I know whento use finger spaces to make sure
each word stands out. I can use question
marks and exclamation marks in the right
places? Can you! My booklet is brilliant? I
will enjoy sharing it with my sister sophie and
brother william. I can show them all i know
about punctuation? They will love it.

sentences using my best finger spaces.
Iammaking a board game this week.It will showall I have
learned abouttherainforest.

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

We use full stops to
________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
I have corrected this writing to show my knowledge
of using full stops.
When making my game I need. to remember to.
create steps for each player to land on when they.
play the game. Players will need to use a die and roll.
it and take turns to play fairly. Players will need to
use a counter and to jump the amount of hops that
that matches the number shown when they rolled
the die I will make commands on the board so that
they might have to miss a turn or move forward
extra places that will make it more fun too.

We use question marks to
_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
I have corrected this writing to show my knowledge
of using question marks.
Have you ever made a game. I have and it’s a lot of
fun to do? When I made my game I used different
materials? I also used different ways of joining and
fixing pieces together. I wanted to show different?
types of rainforest plants and animals? I showed a
Two-toed Sloth next to a Monkey Brush vine plant?
When you make a game what will it be about. Who
will you play it with.

We use capital letters to

__________________________________

___________________________________________

__________________________________

We use exclamation marks to
___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________
I have corrected this writing to show my knowledge
of using exclamation marks.

I can’t wait to play my game? I’m so excited.
I have made it fun to play by setting traps
o catch players out. On one spot plays get
squeeze by a cobra. Oh no. On another
there’s a swinging vine and you can jump ahead
5 spaces. It’s brilliant.

__________________________________
__________________________________
I have corrected this writing to show my
knowledge of using capital letters.

my Board gAme will have A path that goes
through a rainforest background. i will
create it using lots of Colour and different
materials so That it LoOks fun to PlaY. I will
nEeD to remember to leave enough space to
write THE facts that I have learned. I will
play with my sister emily and brother jack.
My board game is about the rainforest in
brazil and will be called jungle adventure.

